
Favorite has come a long way in just ten years. Started in 2006 by the IBIS Company, the Ukrainian 
business based in Kiev, has become one of the best-known fishing tackle and rod manufacturers in the 
world. As Favorite Co and Favorite Fishing USA are now a multinational operation that has headquar-
ters in the Ukraine, North America and Japan, alongside a subsidiary production base in South-East 
Asia. The key reason for a success is the ability to offer the lowest prices on the market with the  
highest quality of workmanship and design. This has been delivered through an efficient business 
model that includes economy of scale and direct cooperation and deliveries from the subsidiary fac-
tories. Other stand-out features include:

•  Flexible R&D that can deliver quickly and efficiently any new product as soon as a need has been 
established within a particular market;
•  MRSP and MAP price controls;
•  Marketing, promotion and service;
•  Japanese technologies, European design, US power;
•  Being part of the global Favorite family.

NOTHING IS ON THE MARKET COMPARABLE TO THIS PRICE POINT!

HOW FAVORITE HAS GROWN:

JAPANESE TECHNOLOGY, EUROPEAN DESIGN, 
U.S. POWER!

We offer modern, advanced, specialized products for a very reasonable price!
Favorite – is the key to ready & profitable business.

2006 to 2008 
The company started out 
with a thorough market 
research programme, 
selection of factories, 
product development 
and testing before pro-
duction of its first line 
of fishing rods for the 
Ukrainian market.

2008 to 2010 
Grew its market share 
in Ukraine to more than 
30% and began a new 
investment programme to 
develop a reels range.

2010 
Attended its first ever 
international trade and 
consumer show, Hunting 
& Fishing in Russia, at the 
All Russian Exhibition 
Centre, Moscow.

2011
First fishing show in 
Belarus. Established dis-
tributors for all former 
Soviet Union countries.

2012
First EFTTEX in Paris, 
where the company began 
its distribution campaign 
for Europe.

2013
The opening of its Europe-
an warehouse in Lithua-
nia and the launch of its 
specialized PRO SERIES 
of rods.

2014
Another show  first. 
Favorite attends China 
Fish as it targets the 
Asian market. Later, the 
SOLO is named runner-up 
(Commended) in the rod 
category of the Angling 
International-spon-
sored Best New Product 
Awards at EFTTEX.

2015
First appearance at ICAST, 
the world’s biggest fish-
ing tackle trade show, and 
the formation of Favorite 
Fishing USA as the com-
pany targets the North 
American and Canadian 
markets. Beginning of the 
development of a range of 
US-specific tackle.

2016
First appearance at the 
Osaka Fishing Show in 
Japan in collaboration 
with Hyogo Products. Its 
10th anniversary also 
marks the advent of a 
new logo, new standards 
and a new chapter.
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FAVORITE  MATERIALS

OCG - Octa Core Grid
The 8 directions high modulus structured blank wrapping. 
It forms kind of a mesh around the blank with an octagon as 
a base. This is one of the strongest mechanical structures. 
The usage of an Octa Core Grid protects the blank during 
the versatile direction loads and makes it stiffer. This allows 
using higher modulus fiber and makes the blank thinner and 
lighter without the loss of strength. 

We use the most advanced prepregs from the very best Korean (Skyflex) and Japanese (Toray) manufacturers to build 
our Favorite rods. Both, Japan and Korean prepreg are produced from Japan graphite fiber made by Mitsubishi. We use 
a combination of graphite of different modulus in order to achieve the best action and rod performance character-
istics. We indicate the manufacturer and prevailing carbon modulus for each rod blank. The higher modulus yields a 
lighter, stiffer and more sensitive rod on the performance side.

Skyflex 30T – Korean manufacturer 
SK prepreg. Modulus 30 TON 
(~44 Msi, approximates IM9-IM10 
from Hexcel)

Skyflex 36T – Korean manufacturer 
SK prepreg. 
Modulus 36 TON (~53 Msi)

Skyflex 40T – Korean manufacturer 
SK prepreg. 
Modulus 40 TON (~59 Msi)

Toray 36T – Japan manufacturer 
Toray prepreg. 
Modulus 36 TON (~53 Msi)

Toray 40T – Japan manufacturer 
Toray prepreg. 
Modulus 40 TON (~59 Msi)

Toray 46T – Japan manufacturer 
Toray prepreg. 
Modulus 46 TON (~68 Msi)

MLS - Multi Layer Structure
All Favorite rod blanks are produced from a layering combi-
nation were carbon of different modulus and different fiber 
directions, allows us to achieve the desired rod action, increase 
the durability and lower the rod weight. Multiple carbon layer 
combinations with diverse fiber directions are used. Lengthwise 
(unidirectional) provides blank stiffness. Layers with different 
fiber directions (multidirectional) provide strength and tor-
sional load resistance. 

MLS slim - Multi Layer Structure Slim
The usage of a special different modulus carbon layer com-
bination and different fiber directions allow us to create 
very thin and “slim” blanks without losing rod stiffness, 
which we use to build L and UL class rods.

ROD  TECHNOLOGIES

A new rod building concept combining the most advanced technologies. The main building con-
cept is iGrip – an absolutely innovative technology, which integrates handle and rod blank into 
one solid piece. Octa Core Grid – blank reinforcing with 8-directions of high modulus carbon 
structured wrapping. Fuji Torzite Guides – the newest lightweight and most technologically 
advanced Fuji Guides. This concept allows us to give a birth to the lightest, durable and most 
sensitive rods in the world!
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The iGrip - patented technology which raises the rod to a higher and  
new functionality level . The essence of this technology is that the 
grip and blank form a single unit. This was achieved thanks to several 
advantages: 
- Weight Reduction- Due to the fact that the design of the grip doesn’t 
use any additional arbor or carbon tubes under the reel seat, now it 
is mounted directly on the blank. 
- Increased sensitivity- Conically expanding rear part of the blank 
works as a resonator, amplifying vibrations. Furthermore, the sen-
sitivity is improved by a closer contact of hands with the rod blank. 
This is especially effective when using skeletal reel seat, which makes 
80% of the hand contact with the rod blank directly. 
- Improved ergonomic grip- Smoothly into the form on the handle 
provides a comfortable grip, especially satisfying those anglers who 
prefer to put index finger on the rod blank. 

FX grid woven
The FX Grid extended version is a Hybrid of the X-shaped 
cross winding and woven carbon. Double butt section 
enforcement due to the extra carbon layer interlaced with 
kevlar fiber and X-shaped carbon tape wrapping. It makes 
the rod blank stiffer and powerful. Used only in the butt 
section because of some added weight.

Fuji TORZITE guides
This is the last word in the technological evolvement and engi-
neering from Fuji, these rings are made from a high-strength 
material that is carefully polished, which leds to the  TORZITE 
ring begining much thinner and lighter in comparison with SiC 
rings of the same size .
Thanks to its slim form, the inner diameter of the TORZITE 
rings is 15% wider than the SiC rings of the same size. This 
means that now you can reduce the weight of rings on the rod 
up to 20-30%! Weight reduction of the rings decreases rod 
tip load, and add sensitivity to the rod top. High-strength 
ceramic material TORZITE has the same level of durability and 
strength, as SiC material despite of the fact that TORZITE 
rings are much thinner than SiC ones. Chances to break the 
ring TORZITE from an accidental impact or fall is much lower. 
TORZITE rings surface is carefully polished, this reduces 
friction and allows enhancing distance of every cast. Surface 
smoothness of rings also reduces the contact pressure and 
friction, prolonging the “life” of the fishing line.
As a premium product , Fuji TORZITE rings are only available 
in a titanium frame. To indicate the status of high quality manu-
facture, all of the Fuji TORZITE rings are marked with a laser.

Fuji K-R concept
The new concept of placing the rings, which uses a new 
type of rings KL-H, was introduced by Fuji in 2012. The 
basic principle of the new concept is the so-called fast 
cone principle, which consists of only three rings of 
small diameter on high legs. This allows you to quickly 
put down the fluctuations of the fishing line and pre-
vents it from rubbing against the rod blank in front of 
the inlet ring. In addition, the K-R concept assumes a 
reduction in the total mass of rings and unloading of the 
rod tip through the use of small running guides. Using 
the K-R concept improves a number of rod specifications:
– Reduction in weight
– Improvement in the balance
– Increase in casting distance
– Increase in the accuracy of casting.

FX grid
This X-like carbon tape blank wrapping. Is used on the 
butt and middle sections of the blank making it more du-
rable and increasing the rod power. Allows us to build 
the rod with a flexible upper part, which performs well 
during casting of light lures.
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REEL  TECHNOLOGIES

Lightweight aluminum alloy metal body and side 
cover. Stronger and more durable reel body.

New technologies allowed us to make the reel 
body from high modulus carbon. This kind of ma-
terial has almost the same strength and stiff-
ness as metal but is much lighter. This technol-
ogy drives our reels on the same level with top 
reels from well-known manufacturers. Now we 
have truly lightweight reels not more than 6.5 
oz for a 2000 size reel. At the same time the new 
material is strong enough to increase the sensi-
tivity due to the stiffness.

New compact rotor made of a progressive Air-
lite material. Extremely light weight provides 
low inertia and unexcelled smoothness during 
rotation. This feature is very important with 
finesse fishing, where lure control and sensi-
tivity are the utmost of  importance. Besides a 
lightweight rotor reduces the reel weight let-
ting us achieve outstanding results comparable 
with manufacturers.

Lightweight main gear made of high-strength avi-
ation alloy. Reduces the baitcasting reel weight 
and makes the rotation very smooth.
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REEL  TECHNOLOGIES

DCC - Dual Cast Control
Hybrid of magnetic and centrifugal braking sys-
tems. Our dual braking system provides incredible 
cast control and precision adjustment when the 
money is one the line!

HD gear (spinning reels)
Reinforced main gear made of high-strength light-
weight alloy and placed on the metal shaft. Screw-
in connection between the gear and handle allows 
the angler to minimize any kind of backlash and 
makes the rotation smooth.

Feather lite rotor
Lightweight carbon-plastic skeleton rotor. Pro-
vides less inertia and allows for a smoother reel 
rotation.

Carbo drag
Carbon friction washers provide instantaneous 
start and accurate tuning.

HD gear (baitcasting reels)
Reinforced (Heavy Duty) main gear made by cold 
forging method.  
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16938018 BB16-632UL-S 1.92 Ex.Fast 1-7 4-6lb 96

16938019 BB16-632L-S 1.92 Ex.Fast 3-12 4-6lb 110

16938020 BB16-682SUL-S 2.04 Ex.Fast 0.5-5 2-4lb 96

16938021 BB16-682UL-S 2.04 Ex.Fast 1-7 4-6lb 102

16938022 BB16-732ML-S 2.19 Ex.Fast 4-14 4-10lb 110

16938023 BB16-762UL-T 2.3 Ex.Fast 1.5-8 4-6lb 112

16938024 BB16-792L-T 2.36 Ex.Fast 2-10 4-6lb 110

NOTES

Not very long ago high-end finesse rods with a solid tip, were presented only by 

elite Japanese brands. Now this obstacle was eliminated by the Blue Bird series. 

These rods despite being of  low price, are definitely not a compromise. This is a 

truly high-quality, very sensitive tackle which allows casting small soft baits 

for a long distance. It’s equipped with a comfortable split handle, tiny guides 

on the top which decrease the inertia of blank and increases sensitivity. Addi-

tionally, the top guide wrappings painted white which can easily be seen from any 

background. Put on a light reel and you have the perfect instrument which isn’t 

any worse than its brand analogs. Originally meant for saltwater rock fishing, 

these rods also suitable for freshwater fishing in a finesse style for perch.

Four pieces travel version of Blue Bird rod. Equipped with a compact hard case 

that is suitable for use as lone airplane baggage, as well as easy packing to the 

main luggage. We tried to make the most universal rod which includes two tips: 

one is solid and one is tubular, so the rod is suitable for very different styles 

of fishing: with soft lures as well as hard lures.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Length tube, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16938025 BBC16-634UL-T/S 1.9 0.52 Fast 2-7 4-6 lb 95

The travel version of Blue Bird, a rod model loved by everybody. It’s delivered in 

a hard case in a set with two interchangeable tips. The Solid one is designed for 

rockfishing style with soft baits, whereas the Tubular one is for a more univer-

sal rod and allows for working with small hard lures. The compact version has 

all the features of the two-piece Blue bird, but it fits easily in a small case of 

just 63 cm long.
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NOTES

Favorite brand is happy to present a new ”bird” in it’s products range – White 

Bird. This is the budget rod designed for rockfishing style or finesse fish-

ing with soft lures in freshwater. White Bird has a solid tip “S” that provide 

a great control of tiny lures and make possible to catch most passive fishes. 

The model range includes six models in three casting weights (up to 5g, 7g, 

14g) and two lengths (2.04m and 2.19m). You can easily choose the rod best 

for your specifications. White Bird is a good present for the beginner or to try 

finesse fishing style.

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930354 WB-682SUL-S 2.04 Ex.Fast 0.5-5 4-6lb 79

16930355 WB-682UL-S 2.04 Ex.Fast 1-7 4-8lb 80

16930356 WB-682ML-S 2.04 Ex.Fast 3-14 6-10lb 85

16930357 WB-732SUL-S 2.19 Ex.Fast 0.5-5 4-6lb 88

16930358 WB-732UL-S 2.19 Ex.Fast 1-7 4-8lb 90

16930359 WB-732ML-S 2.19 Ex.Fast 4-14 6-10lb 97
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NOTES

These rods are a perfect instrument for the fishing with tiny soft baits in 

freshwater, as well as in saltwater rock fishing style. Exclusive rods have a 

very thin and flexible solid tip. The solid part is rather short which increases 

tactile sensitivity. Other than increasing sensitivity, the solid part has an-

other function – it makes the tip heavier, which contributes to the distance of 

casting of extra-light lures. The guides used here are of the lightest weight 

with a special tangle free shape. The rest of the guides are very light - sin-

gle-foot Fuji titanium SIC. The tackle is so light-weight and well-balanced, it 

fit the hand so well, that fishing with it is not only reasonable but down right 

pleasant.

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Weight, g

16930089 EXS-682UL-S 2.07 Ex.Fast 0.5-5 85

16930084 EXS-732UL-S 2.21 Ex.Fast 0.5-6 93

16930059 EXS-792UL-T 2.4 Ex.Fast 0.6-8 88

16930046 EXS-832L-T 2,48 Ex.Fast 2-10 96

16930047 EXS-832M-T 2,48 Ex.Fast 3-12 107
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930398 IMP-762UL-T 2,29 Ex.fast 0.6-7 #0.2-0.4 90

16930399 IMP-792L-T 2,36 Ex.fast 2-10 #0.2-0.6 96

16930400 IMP-832L-T 2,51 Ex.fast 3-12 #0.2-0.8 102

Favorite Impulse NEW is a simplified and affordable cost version of ultra-light 

spinning rod Favorite Impulse TZ. Its main difference from the top model is in 

the application of simpler guides and the handle material. The blank is made 

from carbon prepreg produced by the Japanese corporation Toray, modality 46 

tons, but a different kind of guides was used for the butt-end. The blank of the 

Impulse NEW is equipped with guides Fuji Alconite that prevent the line over-

lapping, arranged based on the KR-conception. It is equipped with a convenient 

reel-holder with a lower carbon nut. Favorite Impulse NEW has the same op-

erating features, like casting distance, elasticity by playing, sensitivity of the 

tackle during retrieval. Comfortable rod’s hand is made from EVA and carbon 

and has minimalistic and ergonomic design. For better visualisation and top 

control, the guides on some runnings and tulip is made in white colour. Gener-

ally, Favorite Impulse NEW has a strong and a stylish design.  

Favorite Impulse NEW is designed for fishing from far distances and for shore 

fishing. The main direction is microjig fishing, besides the spinning rod is good 

for miniature and rotating spoons, twitching with little hard lures, with mini-

mum front resistance.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930351 IMP-762UL-T 2,29 Ex.fast 0.6-7 #0.2-0.4 117

16930352 IMP-792L-T 2,36 Ex.fast 2-10 #0.2-0.6 121

16930353 IMP-832L-T 2,51 Ex.fast 3-12 #0.2-0.8 129

If we ask fans onshore about light jig about what qualities must have a suita-

ble rod, most of them will tell you that it should cast hold well on taking fish 

from the water and be sensitive.  The “casting” rod plays an important role in 

many cases, especially when the fish is on the far touchline, lakes or large 

rivers, or under the opposite bank of a narrow channel or small river. “Vis-

cosity” - a positive effect on taking fish from water and allows the fish to hold 

on to the shore. Without the high sensitivity, perhaps, the whole process of 

fishing is not very effective and all these qualities are especially important 

in the competition, where each fish’s weight is in gold. We have implemented it 

in the lineup Favorite Impulse, consisting of three rods: 7’6 “, 7’9” and 8’3 “. 

These three versions cover the most essential test ranges for coastal fishing 

from 0.5-12 grams and possess all the above qualities. Volodymyr Vorotn-

yak (Impulse-Jackall team), two time champion of Ukraine and one of the most 

awarded Ukrainian spinning fisherman, took an active part in the development 

of this rod. The rod won prizes in several competitions and proved to be a wor-

thy competitor to the Japanese premium rods even in the pre-production stage. 

Favorite Impulse equipped with modern guides Fuji TORZITE and reel seat Fuji 

TVS, which fully complies with the brand concept Favorite: “ANOTHER STEP 

FORWARD”.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930201 SOL-602UL 1,83 Ex.fast 0.6-5 #0.2-0.3 62

16930202 SOL-6102UL 2,08 Ex.fast 0.6-5 #0.2-0.3 67

Solo is the “first bird” in a new line of high-end rods, “Favorite Pro Series”. 

We’ve used all the latest technologies that are currently available to us in 

this series. First, it’s our patented development - technology iGrip which made 

it possible to minimize the weight and increase the sensitivity of the rod. In ad-

dition, the Solo equipped by Fuji Torzite guides that are 10% lighter than SiC. 

These technologies make it possible to create a rod with a weight no more than 

60g for a six-foot model.

Solo – rock fishing rod designed primarily for fishing with the smallest of 

soft lures and lightest sinkers. It’s a popular in Japan “hard solid” type - rod 

equipped with a very thin and stiff high modulus solid tip, which allows you 

to animate the most accented light rigs, and provides greater sensitivity. To-

gether with an ultra-light reel Solo will provide a full “Feng Shui” allowing 

for dissolving in the process of fishing, regardless of where  you’re fishing, 

whether it be a beautiful lake in the fairy forest or the industrial bank of a 

canal in the city.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930209 SKY-832L 2.51 Ex.Fast 3-12 #0.3-0.6 112

16930237 SKY-862ML 2.58 Ex.Fast 4-16 #0.4-0.8 116

16930261 SKY-862M 2.58 Ex.Fast 6-21 #0.8-1 127

Great combination of castability and sensitivity.

It was developed both for saltwater and freshwater fishing. In saltwater, it’s 

intended for shore super-light jigging, hard rock fishing and light seabass 

game. In freshwater these rods are quite suitable for shore fishing with soft 

lures in bottom style.  The basis of the concept - to cast light rig over the 

horizon and get the fish from the “far edge“. The rod has increased power of 

but section that allows for getting the fish to the shore very fast. Using high 

modulus carbon provides the highest sensitivity. Skyline is suitable to use with 

different kind of rigs, like classic jig-heads as well as line rigs, like Carolina 

and light drop-shot rig. Like all Pro Series rods, Skyline equipped with Fuji 

Torzite guides.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930016 RCS772ML 2.32 Fast 4-16 6-12 lb 103

16930017 RCS772M 2.32 Fast 6-24 8-14 lb 109

16930018 RCS772MH 2.32 Fast 8-30 10-16 lb 111

16930019 RCS-862ML 2.60 Fast 3-12 6-12 lb 106

A series of rods for lightweight and medium weight jig head with soft lures. 

The rods of this series are remarkable for high sensitivity and multiple ac-

tions. The construction of a Receptor’s blank combines perfectly balanced 

soft flexible tip, moderately flexible middle part and strong butt section.  

The informative tip allows a clear tracing of the bottom touching as well as 

all kinds of soft lures animation. Due to the moderately flexible middle part, 

the rod has wonderful casting characteristics and holds the fish well. The 

rod’s tip in Receptor is tubular. High quality Fuji K-type guides equipped in spe-

cial anti-wrapping frames of small diameter unload the blank and requires us-

ing the soft and thin PE braided lines. The universal length allows for using 

the Receptor when fishing from boats as well as when fishing from a bank.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930097 SNS762ML 2.28 M-Fast 5-21 8-14 lb 95

16930098 SNS832M 2.51 M-Fast 7-28 10-16 lb 98

A series of universal rods. Primarily, Sentinel rods are designed for hard 

lure fishing. They are wonderful when using minnow type lures as well as when 

using crankbaits. Sentinel blanks have a moderately fast action, which easy 

to cast hard baits and shows good performance when fighting with a fish, at 

the same time they’re stiff enough to perform a twitching technique. The rod 

is equipped with Fuji K-guides, which prevent soft PE line from wrapping. Even 

though the rods are to be mainly used with hard lures, they can be used to jig 

with soft baits as well due to the high sensitivity of the blank.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930239 CBL-802ML 2.4 Mod.Fast 5-18 8-16 lb  158

16930240 CBL-902M 2.7 Mod.Fast 9-28 10-20 lb 166

16930241 CBL-902MH 2,7 Mod.Fast 15-35 12-20 lb 188

16930242 CBL-902H 2,7 Mod.Fast 20-50 15-25 lb 190

16930243 CBL-1002H 3.0 Mod.Fast 20-50 15-25 lb 196

16930244 CBL-1002EXH 3,0 Mod.Fast 30-80 15-30 lb 225

Favorite Cobalt – the series of multipurpose rods, specially designed for 

shore fishing both in saltwater and freshwater. The middle-fast action of 

blank and special guides’ composition allow achieving the high casting dis-

tance - which is very important for angling from shore, as every additional me-

ter can provide you with long-expected bite. It is truly a universal rod, because 

it’s well suited for any kind of lures in different conditions. Pike, zander, 

asp fishing in freshwater, seabass, grouper, small pelagics in saltwater - it’s 

great for all of them. However, the strength of blank will be enough to make 

a strong hook up from big distance and won’t give a chance for fish to run off 

from hook.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930234 SHT-862M 2.60 Mod.fast 10-28 8-20 lb 138

16930235 SHT-902MH 2.70 Mod.fast 15-35 10-25 lb 164

16930236 SHT-962MH 2.90 Mod.fast 15-35 10-25 lb 171

16930238 SHT-1002H 3.00 Mod.fast 20-60 20-30 lb 183

Our first model specially designed for seabass and saltwater shore lure 

fishing. Blanks of this series are made from high modulus Toray carbon and 

special reinforced X-wrap carbon tape. Moderating fast action with Fuji KR 

guides, provides good castability of hard plug lures as well as jig head rigs. 

The lineup includes rods that are suitable for all main shore seabass fishing 

game styles including light models for port game, run & gun style and heavy 

model for surf casting for monster seabass and yellowtail.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Weight, g

16933072 ZRS-682M 2.07 Ex.Fast up to 32 133

16930213 ZRS-682H 2,07 Ex.Fast up to 60 147

16933073 ZRS-792M 2.4 Ex.Fast up to 32 141

16930214 ZRS-792H 2.4 Ex.Fast up to 60 162

16933057 ZRS-902M 2,7 Ex.Fast up to 32 190

16930215 ZRS-902H 2,7 Ex.Fast up to 60 207

Matching the name Zander is a specialized rod for zander fishing using a soft 

baits. This is a kind of unique rod made in the rockfishing concept with a solid 

tip but in heavy action. It’s a perfect combination for Zander fishing especially 

when the fish aren’t active. The solid tip allows to use finesse rigs and is good 

for a drop-shot technique and precision vertical lure presentation. The stiff 

middle section helps to make a strong hook up in hard zander’s jaws. Powerful 

butt section helps fight with strong fish in difficult conditions. In saltwater, 

the Zander rod is suitable for snapper fishing in vertical style, using such 

Japanese lures as Tenya and Inchiku.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930150 BRS-762ML 2.30 Ex.fast 4-24 8-14 lb 104

16930151 BRS-762M 2.30 Ex.fast 7-32 10-16 lb 114

16930152 BRS-762MH 2.30 Ex.fast 10-45 10-20 lb 124

16930166 BRS-862L 2.60 Ex.fast 3-18 6-12 lb 116

16930153 BRS-862ML 2.60 Ex.fast 5-28 8-16 lb 126

16930154 BRS-862M 2.60 Ex.fast 7-35 10-20 lb 130

16930155 BRS-862MH 2.60 Ex.fast 15-50 12-25 lb 132

16930165 BRS-902MH 2.70 Ex.fast 15-45 12-25 lb 134

These are premium class rods which leave behind their analogs in the same 

price category. During the production of these rods, the requirements set 

forth by the fishermen catering for local fishing conditions were taken into 

consideration. These elegant and delicate rods have an impressive power mar-

gin which allows for catching even big predatory fish.

Fast and sensitive rods designed mainly for bottom fishing with soft bait and 

jig head. High modulus blanks allow for enough sensitivity to control the 

bottom and enough stiffness to make active lure animation. Its powerful rods 

are mainly suitable for pike and zander fishing, but also useful for salmon and 

big trout fishing with metal lures. In saltwater, it’s best for seabass fishing 

with metal vibrations and light jigs.
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930179 VRN-602UL 1.83 Fast 2-7 6-8 lb 103

16930170 VRN-602L 1.83 Fast 3-12 6-10 lb 105

16930171 VRN-662L 1.98 Fast 3-14 8-12 lb 111

16930180 VRN-662ML 1.98 Fast 4-16 8-15 lb 118

16930178 VRN-662M 1.98 Fast 5-25 10-20 lb 121

16930181 VRN-662MH 1.98 Fast 7-28 10-25 lb 125

16930182 VRN-662H 1.98 Fast 12-35 12-30 lb 130

16930172 VRN-702ML 2.10 Fast 5-18 8-15 lb 121

16930173 VRN-702M 2.10 Fast 7-25 10-20 lb 125

16930183 VRN-702MH 2.10 Fast 10-30 10-25 lb 141

16930174 VRN-702H 2.10 Fast 15-45 15-30 lb 155

16930175 VRN-762M 2.29 Fast 10-30 10-25 lb 154

16930176 VRN-762MH 2.29 Fast 12-35 12-30 lb 155

16930177 VRN-802M 2.40 Fast 12-35 12-30 lb 152

The Variant rod this is lowcost rod series. For its prices diapason standing 

next to the Delta and Laguna series. Variant rods are multipurpose, you can 

successfully use it for jigs and spinners and wobblers. A wide range of rod 

longs and tests allows you to choose the appropriate model for catching 

any specifics. Reasonable price and decent design will be enjoyed not only by 

beginners, that is only start mastering of fishing, but also advanced level an-

glers. CHOOSE YOUR Variant!

A cheap rods series, for the price when standing next to the Delta and Laguna. 

The Variant rods series is very versatile: they can successfully work with soft 

baits as well as spinners and hard lures. A wide range allows you to choose 

the appropriate model for any fishing styles and condition. Affordable price 

and decent design will be enjoyed by both beginners only mastering “the ba-

sics” of fishing, and advanced anglers.
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930323 X1-602UL 1.83 Ex.Fast 0.5-5 4-6 lb 110

16930324 X1-602L 1.83 Ex.Fast 3-12 4- 8 lb 115

- X1-602H 1.83 Ex.Fast 12-36 15-35 lb 115

16930325 X1-602ExH 1.83 Ex.Fast 20-60 20-40 lb 120

16930326 X1-662L 1.98 Mod.Fast 2 -10 4-8 lb 130

16930327 X1-662ML 1.98 Ex.Fast 4-18 8-15 lb 135

16930328 X1-702L 2.13 Mod.Fast 3-12 6-10 lb 155

16930329 X1-702ML 2.13 Ex.Fast 4-18 8-15 lb 175

16930407 X1-702M 2.13 Ex.Fast 5-21 10-20 lb 165

16930330 X1-702MH 2.13 Fast 7-28 10-20 lb 175

16930331 X1-702H 2.13 Ex.Fast 10-36 12-30 lb 180

16930408 X1-762M 2.29 Ex.Fast 7-24 10-20 lb 180

16930332 X1-762MH 2.29 Fast 7-28 10-20 lb 200

16930333 X1-762H 2.29 Ex.Fast 10-36 12-30 lb 175

16930334 X1-802L 2.44 Mod.Fast 3-12 6-12 lb 180

16930335 X1-802M 2.44 Ex.Fast 7-21 10-20 lb 180

16930336 X1-902MH 2.74 Ex.Fast 10-35 10-30 lb 200

The functional series of X1 rods for the most demanding fishermen, for those 

who value above all high quality of the rod and its reliability. Fast, light and 

highly sensitive rod blank isn’t worse than its more expensive analogues. 

Moreover, these blanks are reinforced with the application of prepregs with 

multi-directional fibres and special carbon winding in its butt section. The rod 

is developed, first of all, for twitching and jig fishing, though of course, you 

can use it also for classic spoons and spinners.

Simple design elements allowed to make the rod of a rather reasonable price. 

Though it is simple but the handle is ergonomic enough and has a comfortable 

griff, and modern guides are located in accordance with the KR-conception.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16933037 EXST-602M 1.83 Mod. Fast 5-21 8-14lb 127

16933081 EXST-662M 1.95 Moderate 5-21 8-14lb 126

16933034 EXST-702MH 2.1 Moderate 7-35 10-16lb 142

Baitcasting

16933035 EXSTC-602M 1.83 Moderate 7-21 10-16lb 160

16933036 EXSTC-702MH 2.1 Moderate 10-35 12-20lb 150

This is specialized twitching technique rod with the 

characteristics of the blank which are the best for 

it: a moderate action in statics, rather high stiffness 

and low inertia. A moderate action of the rod in stat-

ics achieved by certain taper of the blank benefits to 

the casting distance of the hard lures. The rod is well 

balanced. Exclusive Twitch Special is equipped with 

high quality Fuji components: handy Fuji VSS reel seat 

and tangle free Fuji K-Type Guides. Exclusive Twitch 

Special has a notice on of the test of minnow wobblers 

sizes which are suitable to this rod. This rod can also 

be used with other fishing techniques; the use of high 

quality material makes the blank quite sensitive for 

comfortable use soft baits.

Spinning model Casting model
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This series of short rods was designed primarily for boat 

fishing in freshwater. The combination of the special geom-

etry of the blank and multiple layers of carbon fiber with 

different modularity allowed us to create a rod which har-

moniously combines high sensitivity, relatively low weight 

and is virtually “indestructible”. Varita rods have a fast 

action; the rod tip is rather informative. however, at the 

same time, rods have excellent casting qualities. Powerful 

and thick butt can easily handle a big fish and force strug-

gle with it in hard conditions. Varita has been specifically 

tested in bass fishing. Varita is equipped with Fuji KL-H 

guides which are placed according to the KR-concept and 

the skeletal Fuji reel seat, which provides maximum access 

to the blank and increases sensorics. In a word this rod is 

dedicated to those who love reliability, functionality and 

“indestructibility” of American spinning rods.

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16936018 VRT-602H 1.80 Fast 15-45 12-25lb 119

16936015 VRT-662UL 1.98 Mod. fast 2-7 4-8lb 86

16936016 VRT-662L 1.98 Mod. fast 3-12 6-10lb 93

16936011 VRT-662ML 1.98 Mod.fast 5-16 8-12 lb 105

16936012 VRT-702M 2.10 Fast 7-21 10-16 lb 123

16936013 VRT-702MH 2.10 Fast 9-28 10-20 lb 132

16936017 VRT-702H 2.10 Fast 15-55 12-25lb 151

Baitcasting

16936014 VRTC-702MH 2.10 Fast 9-28 15-30lb 139

Casting modelSpinning model
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930156 VZR-602UL 1.83 Mod.fast 1-7 4-6 lb 82

16930157 VZR-602L 1.83 Mod.fast 2-10 6-8 lb 96

16930158 VZR-662ML 1.98 Fast 3-14 6-10 lb 99

16930159 VZR-662M 1.98 Fast 5-21 8-16 lb 106

16930160 VZR-702MH 2.10 Fast 7-28 10-20 lb 113

16930148 VZR-802MH 2.44 Fast 7-28 10-20 lb 106

16930149 VZR-802H 2.44 Fast 10-35 12-25 lb 116

Vizor is a new series of Favorite rods designed according to the very best tradi-

tions of Japanese bass spinning rods, with a large competitive advantage over 

the latter – it features spinning models in medium and heavy classes, which is 

not common among the “Japanese” rods. These short, fast, light and sensitive 

rods have rather cone-shaped blanks. They also feature simple, elegant design 

and Fuji KR-concept guides. The shortened foregrip together with ergonomic 

Fuji nut provides comfortable access to touching the blank. These rods are 

designed primarily for bottom style soft baits fishing of pike and zander per-

formed from a boat. Also it is suitable for any classic bass fishing styles for 

anglers who prefer to use spinning reels. The junior models of this series are 

great for catching a perch and a chub both when jigging and using wobblers.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930364 NSP-602H 1.83 Mod. fast 12-35 15-30 lb 124

16930365 NSP-632L 1.90 Mod. fast 3-12 6-10 lb 100

16930366 NSP-662ML 1.98 Mod. fast 4-18 8-12 lb 108

16930367 NSP-692M 2.06 Mod. fast 7-24 10-16 lb 121

16930368 NSP-6102H 2.08 Mod. fast 10-32 12-25 lb 126

16930369 NSP-712ML 2.16 Mod. fast 5-21 10-16 lb 123

16930370 NSP-712M 2.16 Mod. fast 9-28 10-20 lb 123

New Spirit - the comeback of a popular model. The model range and blank are 

renewed. New Spirit rods are mostly short multi-purpose boat spinnings good 

for catching pike and perch, using a soft baits as well as twitching with hard 

lures. The fans of American style bass rods will surely enjoy the stiff blank. 

Along with this, the conicity of the blank is not big which is a very positive mo-

ment during the fight with fish.
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930188 DRVC-642ML 1.93 Mod. fast 5-14 8-16 lb 120

16930189 DRVC-662L 1.98 Mod. fast 3-12 6-10 lb 115

16930190 DRVC-662M 1.98 Mod. fast 7-21 10-20 lb 125

16930192 DRVC-682MH 2.03 Mod. fast 9-28 12-25 lb 130

16930191 DRVC-702H 2.10 Mod. fast 15-45 15-30 lb 145

16930210 DRVC-762M 2.30 Fast 7-21 10-20 lb 152

16930211 DRVC-762MH 2.30 Mod. fast 9-28 10-25 lb 156

16930212 DRVC-762H 2.30 Mod. fast 15-45 15-30 lb 158

Fishing with a bait casting reels is getting more and more popular among 

Ukrainian anglers. That is why it was decided to launch a range of profession-

al bait casting rods. The type for these rods is known among the fisherman 

as a “classical bass rod”. Short, sensitive, “angry” – ideal for modern type 

of fishing. We managed to find a balance, which helps not to lose comforta-

ble casting characteristics – the blank works well at casting, while saving 

enough stiffness for twitching. The butt section is reinforced with the spe-

cial crossing carbon wrapping X-WRAP. Drive model range is easy to fit for 

any bait casting technique.
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NOTES

A series of professional rods for boat fishing mostly. Maximally stiff rod 

blanks Shard are made from Japanese carbon Toray, the highest modulus 

46TON, and are reinforced with eight-directional carbon net OCG. It provides 

the rod with the highest level sensitivity, excellent casting performance and 

power. Favorite Shard are designed for modern fishing techniques. That is why 

they can be used for pike twitching with big minnow hard lures as well as for 

bottom soft baits fishing for zander in conditions where the maximum bait con-

trol and power for fast  fighting are required.

Shard is divided in two sets. Rod Proseries Shard TZ is equipped with top guides 

Fuji Torzite, while the cheaper version is equipped with guides Fuji Alconite.

Favorite Shard got a silver award in nomination “The best new rod”, during the 

International Fishing Show in Budapest EFTTEX 2017.

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

Alconite

16930309 SRD-702MH 2.13 Ex. fast 7-28 12-20lb 146

Torzite

16930310 SRDTZ-702MH 2.13 Ex. fast 7-28 12-20lb 143

16930311 SRDTZ-701MH 2.13 Ex. fast 9-28 10-20 lb 135
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Weight, g

16930409 PRF-732UL 2.2 Fast 2-8 97

16930410 PRF-732L 2.2 Fast 3-12 100

16930411 PRF 732ML 2.2 Fast 4-15 100

16930412 PRF 732M 2.2 Fast 5-20 110

New Favorite Professional is a universal rod in an upgraded design. The rod has 

the same geometry and the basic concept of blank, but we used advanced mate-

rials to increase its stiffness and sensitivity. Mainly the rod components were 

changed. The upgraded model is equipped with modern guides that prevent tan-

gling; they are placed according to the KR concept. In guides we use lightweight 

compact insertions, an analogue of Fuji Torzite. The rod is able to manage the 

widest range of lures. And the main thing it is very resistant. With this blank, 

you can do really a lot. With Professional rod you can go fishing for chub in a 

small forest river, as well as for exotic fish on the reefs of faraway islands.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Weight, g

16930167 GST-732L 2.2 Fast 2-10 101

There are many representatives of the gentler sex among fans of lure fishing, 

however no maker has produced a stylish spinning so far. We’ve developed quite 

the universal rod which combines lightness and design and will leave no woman 

unimpressed. Now they’ll have a different task – match the nail polish with the 

blank color.
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930203 SYSBF-662UL 1,98 Fast 2-7 2-6 lb 87

16930204 SYSBF-662L 1,98 Fast 3-10 4-8 lb 91

16930205 SYSBF-702ML 2,1 Fast 5-14 6-10 lb 101

NOTES

BFS - bait finesse system, very popular direction of baitcasting in Japan in 

recent years. Implies the usage of the baitcasting tackle in light and ul-

tra-light fishing. However, most Japanese brands BFS rods are designed 

for bass fishing and are too powerful for classical European fish. We de-

veloped a baitcasting rod for fishing with light and ultra-light lures that 

are ideal for perch, pike, zander, chub, trout and fishing with our stand-

ard techniques. The lightest rod in the lineup, is probably one of the most 

light serial baitcasting rods today and with the appropriate reel allows you 

fishing a weights from 1g. Synapse BFS limited rods equipped with most tech 

guides at the moment - Fuji Torzite.
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16933013 SYS-662UL 1,98 M-Fast 1-5 4-6 lb 80

16933014 SYS-662L 1,98 M-Fast 2-12 4-8 lb 82

16933015 SYS-702ML 2,13 M-Fast 4-16 6-10 lb 87

16933016 SYS-742M 2,24 M-Fast 5-20 8-12 lb 91

Twitching Special

16933017 SYST-602UL 1,82 Moderate 2-8 4-6 lb 83

16933018 SYST-662L 1,98 Moderate 3-12 6-8 lb 90

16933019 SYST-702ML 2,13 Moderate 4-16 8-10 lb 93

Synapse is a new series of rods specially designed for light and ultra 

light fishing. The Synapse rod series is constructed to meet the needs 

of light fishing fans. This series consists of two conceptually different 

rods: Synapse – a all-round rod and Synapse Twitch Special – special rods 

for twitching technique. All Synapse rods are equipped with light-weight 

titanium Fuji AT Guides and ergonomic split  handle. The thickening of the 

grip rests comfortably in the palm of the hand, shortened foregrip allows 

putting index finger easily on the blank thus achieving maximum sensitivity 

and ease of light bait manipulating.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930223 ARN 602-XUL 1.83 Mod. Slow 0.6-3 2- 4 lb 73

16930224 ARN 632-SUL 1.9 Mod. Slow 0.8-3.5 2- 4 lb 74

16930225 ARN 662-SUL 1.98 Mod. Slow 1-4 2.5- 5 lb 77

16930260 ARN 682-UL 2.04 Mod. Slow 1.5-5 2.5- 5 lb 78

Arena is a new Favorite rod designed for area trout fishing. The model 

range includes four modifications which have all the required character-

istics needed in a refined trout fishing tool. A sensitive blank lets you 

have a full lure control even using the nylon line. Moderate slow “trout” 

action helps you to catch a fish with a minimal lost percentage even using 

barbless hooks. Rod has a low total weight, allowing you to create a com-

plex lure animation. Arena can easily be handled with spoons, light trout 

hard lures, and micro soft baits.
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NOTES

Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930262 ARNS-562SUL 1.68 Mod. Slow 1-5 1- 4 lb 86

16930263 ARNS-602UL 1.8 Mod. Slow 2-7 2-5 lb 94

16930264 ARNS-662UL 1.98 Mod. Slow 3-10 3-6 lb 96

Twitching Special

16930265 ARNC-602UL 1.8 Mod. Slow 2-7 2 - 5 lb 96

The main difference between this rod and the classic 

Arena model is the typical shape of Japanese rods this 

one has, which are used for trout fishing in rivers. 

A moderate fast action rod with a rather stiff blank, 

makes it a perfect rod for twitching with sinking minnow 

type hard lures in fast streams and accurate casting. 

For sure we can use this rod not only for trout but  

also all-round ultralight, which are used, first of all, 

for fishing with wobblers. The rod is perfect for chubs, 

ide, perch. The Arena Stream rod has a classic reel seat 

made from camphorwood, equipped with anti-backlash 

guides located according to the KR-conception. It has 

light thin insertions too, which are equivalent to the 

Torzite insertions from Fuji.

Casting modelSpinning model
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Code Model Length, m Action Lure Test, g Line Test, lb Weight, g

16930371 BLC-602SUL 1.83 Mod. fast 1-5 4-6 lb 87

16930372 BLC-602UL 1.83 Mod. fast 2-7 4-8 lb 98

16930373 BLC-662UL 2.01 Mod. fast 2-7 4-6 lb 95

16930374 BLC-662L 2.01 Mod. fast 3-10 6-8 lb 104

16930360 BLC-702UL 2.13 Mod. fast 2-7 6-8 lb 93

16930361 BLC-702L 2.13 Mod. fast 3-10 6-8 lb 106

16930362 BLC-732L 2.20 Mod. fast 3-12 6-10 lb 112

16930363 BLC-732ML 2.20 Mod. fast 4-15 6-10 lb 116

This is a series of budget rods, which proves that the quality of produc-

tion is not the prerogative of expensive things alone. The basic idea of the 

new rod is a combination of quality, functionality and availability, hence the 

name. No compromises were made - you get excellent quality at an afforda-

ble price. Short, lightweight and balanced rods of the Balance series are 

designed for fishing both when using hard lures and light spinners and 

spoons for a perch as well as chub, asp, and ide.
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Code Model Max 
drag, lb

Nylon 
line capacity (mm/m)

Braided 
line capacity (Pe/m)

Weight,  
g

16935065 1000 12 0.148/130;  0.165/100 0.8/130;  1/100 175

16935066 1000 S 12 0.105/100;  0.128/70 0.4/100;  0.3/140 175

16935048 2000 16
0.205/240;  0.235/200; 

0.26/160 
#1/240;  #1.5/150; 

#2/120
245

16935051 2000 S 16
0.165/120;  0.185/100; 

0.205/80
#0.6/150;  #0.8/130; 

#1/100
245

16935049 2500 16
0.235/240;  0.26/200; 

0.285/180 
#1.5/200;  #2/150; 

#2.5/120 
259

16935052 2500 S 16
0.185/150;  0.205/120; 

0.26/90
#1/200;  #1.2/150; 

#1.5/120
259

16935050 4000 22
0.26/290;  0.285/260; 

0.31/230 
#3/280;  #3.5/250; 

#4/220 
295

16935053 4000 S 22
0.205/150;  0.26/120; 

0.285/90
#2/180;  #2.5/150; 

#3/120
295

Code Add. 
Spool

16935083 1000

16935084 1000 S

16935054 2000

16935057 2000 S

16935055 2500

16935058 2500 S

16935056 4000

16935059 4000 S

Budget multipurpose reel. “Workhorse” in our range. Well balanced light rotor provides smooth reeling 

and good sensitivity. 6+1 Ball Bearings installed in “right places” that provides durability and good func-

tion for the reel. Even the model is budget it is still ready to use very thin Japanese PE lines. It is one of the 

main advantages of our reels.

•  Feather light rotor

•  Carbon Drag

•  Titanium Nitride covered anti-twist 

     line roller and spool lip

•  6+1 Stainless steel ball bearings

•  5.2:1 gear ratio
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These new reel have a lot of features that common for more expensive reels of famous brands. Hurricane 

reel was designed for lure fishing mainly, so the most important feature is good winding of thin PE lines. 

Lightweight rotor provides very smooth reeling and increase sensitivity when use finesse rigs. Heavy Duty 

gear system – handle connected to the main gear with screw eliminating any “play” in handle and it is rotating 

very smoothly. The lightweight main gear mounted on very durable stainless steel shaft. Thick main shaft is 

also made from stainless steel. Carbon drag works very smoothly and accurately.

• Carbon composite body 

• Feather light rotor

• HD gear 

• Carbo Drag

• Titanium Nitride covered anti-twist 

    line roller

• 10+1 Stainless steel ball bearings

•  5.2:1 gear ratio

Code Model Max 
drag, lb

Nylon 
line capacity (mm/m)

Braided line 
capacity (Pe #/m)

Weight,  
g

16935063 1000 12 0.148/130;  0.165/100 0.8/130;  1/100 175

16935064 1000 S 12 0.105/100;  0.128/70 0.4/100;  0.3/140 175

16935029 2000 16
0.205/240;  0.235/200; 

0.26/160 
1/240;  1.5/150; 

2/120
258

16935032 2000 S 16
0.165/120;  0.185/100; 

0.205/80
0.6/150;  0.8/130; 

1/100
258

16935030 2500 16
0.235/240;  0.26/200; 

0.285/180 
1.5/200;  2/150; 

2.5/120 
262

16935033 2500 S 16
0.185/150;  0.205/120; 

0.26/90
1/200;  1.2/150; 

1.5/120
262

16935031 4000 22
0.26/290;  0.285/260; 

0.31/230 
3/280;  3.5/250; 

4/220 
303

16935034 4000 S 22
0.205/150;  0.26/120; 

0.285/90
2/180;  2.5/150; 

#3/120
303

Code Add. 
Spool

16935081 1000

16935081 1000 S

16935038 2000

16935041 2000 S

16935039 2500

16935042 2500 S

16935040 4000

16935043 4000 S
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These new reel have a lot of features that common for more expensive reels of famous brands. Sirius was 

designed for lure fishing mainly, so the most important feature is good winding of thin PE lines. Lightweight 

rotor provides very smooth reeling and increase sensitivity when use finesse rigs. Heavy Duty gear system – 

handle connected to the main gear with screw eliminating any “play” in handle and it is rotating very smooth-

ly. The lightweight main gear mounted on very durable stainless steel shaft. Thick main shaft is also made 

from stainless steel. Carbon drag works very smoothly and accurately.

Code Model Max 
drag, lb

Add. 
Spool

Nylon 
line capacity (mm/m)

Braided 
line capacity (Pe #/m) Weight, g

16935035 2000 S 16 0.165/120;  0.185/100;  0.205/80 1/240;  1.5/150;  2/120 275

2000 0.205/240;  0.235/200;  0.26/160 0.6/150;  0.8/130;  1/100

16935036 2500 S 16 0.185/150;  0.205/120;  0.26/90 1.5/200;  2/150;  2.5/120 280

2500 0.235/240;  0.26/200;  0.285/180 1/200;  1.2/150;  1.5/120

16935037 4000 S 22 0.205/150;  0.26/120;  0.285/90 3/280;  3.5/250;  4/220 330

4000 0.26/290;  0.285/260;  0.31/230 2/180;  2.5/150;  3/120

• Metal body

• Feather light rotor 

• HD gear 

• Carbon Drag

 • Two metal spool (shallow and deep) 

• Titanium Nitride covered anti-twist 

    line roller and spool lip 

• 10+1 Stainless steel ball 

    bearings 

• 5.2:1 gear ratio
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NOTES

The 2017 Favorite Blue Bird Reel - an absolutely new ultralight reel, an updated version of the Blue Bird 

reel with new design, materials, number of bearings, and quality. It’s a perfect match to the rods from the 

same name series, and it perfectly works with thin lines.

•  Feather Light Rotor;

•  8 high quality roller bearings, 5 of 

    which are made from stainless steel. 

    This is why the reel can be used for 

    saltwater fishing;

•  a perfect match to the spinning 

    series Blue Bird 2016.

Code Model Max 
drag, lb

Nylon 
line capacity (mm/m)

Braided 
line capacity (Pe/m)

Weight,  
g

16935067 1000 12 0.148/130;  0.165/100 0.8/130;  1/100 175

16935068 1000 S 12 0.105/100;  0.128/70 0.4/100;  0.3/140 175

16935061 2000 S 16
0.165/120;  0.185/100; 

0.205/80
#0.6/150;  #0.8/130; 

#1/100
245

16935062 2500 S 16
0.185/150;  0.205/120; 

0.26/90
#1/200;  #1.2/150; 

#1.5/120
264

Code Add. 
Spool

16935077 1000

16935078 1000 S

16935079 2000 S

16935080 2500 S
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It’s a real ultralight reel that does not have less functionality than the reels in the middle-price range of 

well-known brands. For the reel body and rotor, high modulus carbon Airlite is used. This material allows 

for lowering the reel weight and rotor inertia that makes rotation of the reel very smooth and easy. The reel 

works with the finest Japanese lines thanks to its perfect line winding ability and modified in a special way 

line roller. Also there is two ball bearings in the line roller. For the reel, the HD gear technology is ap-

plied. The handle is connected directly to the main gear. The Arena reel can be used for trout fishing in rivers 

and ponds and for finesse freshwater fishing with softbaits and other kinds of ultralight fishing as well.

• High modulus carbon Airlite body 

    and rotor

• Titanium Nitride covered anti-twist

    line roller and spool lip

• 10 stainless steel ball bearings 

    + 1 roller bearing

• Gear ratio 5.2:1

• Stainless steel main shaft

Code Model Max 
drag, lb

Nylon line
capacity (mm/m)

Braided line 
capacity (Pe #/m)

Weight, 
g

16935069 1500 S 9 0.128/150;  0.148/100 0.3/200;  0.4/150 160

16935070 C2000 S 9 0.128/180;  0.165/75 0.4/200;  0.6/150 180

16935071 C2500 S 15 0.165/170;  0.185/130 0.6/250;  0.8/150 220

Code Add. 
Spool

16935073 1500 S

16935074 C 2000 S

16935075 C 2500 S

NOTES
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Code Color 1 Code Color 2 PE Dia, mm Strenght, Lb Strenght, Kg Length, m

16931060 Light Green 16931050 Fluo Yellow # 0.15 0.066 2.5 1.2 150

16931061 Light Green 16931051 Fluo Yellow # 0.2 0.076 4 1.9 150

16931062 Light Green 16931052 Fluo Yellow # 0.25 0.085 5 2.2 150

16931063 Light Green 16931053 Fluo Yellow # 0.3 0.09 6 2.9 150

16931064 Light Green 16931054 Fluo Yellow # 0.4 0.104 7.5 3.5 150

16931065 Light Green 16931055 Fluo Yellow # 0.5 0.117 9 4.1 150

16931066 Light Green 16931056 Fluo Yellow # 0.6 0.132 12 5.4 150

16931067 Light Green 16931057 Fluo Yellow # 0.8 0.153 15 6.8 150

16931068 Light Green 16931058 Fluo Yellow # 1 0.171 19 8.7 150

16931069 Light Green 16931059 Fluo Yellow # 1.2 0.187 20 9.5 150

3-carrier line is a compromise solution for those who need inexpensive though very thin lines. Such line is 

made from 3 carriers made from basic material; that is why it is cheaper than the 4-carrier one, its thickness 

starts from #0.15, Japanese size. Though, there are some disadvantages in lines made from a less number of 

carriers: such line is not so round, and it is less resistant than the line made with four carriers.

•  It is made from resistant material H-Grade PE, it is optimally

    soft and is extremely abrasion-resistant.

•  The silicone upper layer Si-coating creates a soft and slick

    surface. The friction in the guides is decreased, that is why 

    casting distance is bigger. The line with such upper layer 

    is more water resistant.

•  Lifetime painting keeps the line colour

    for a long period of time.
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Code Color 1 Code Color 2 PE Dia, mm Strenght, Lb Strenght, Kg Length, m

16931041 Light Green 16931042 Orange # 0.3 0.09 6 2.9 150

16931037 Light Green 16931039 Orange # 0.4 0.104 7.5 3.5 150

16931038 Light Green 16931040 Orange # 0.5 0.117 9 4.1 150

16931023 Light Green 16931015 Orange # 0.6 0.132 12 5.4 150

16931024 Light Green 16931016 Orange # 0.8 0.153 15 6.8 150

16931025 Light Green 16931017 Orange # 1 0.171 19 8.7 150

16931026 Light Green 16931018 Orange # 1.2 0.187 20 9.5 150

16931027 Light Green 16931019 Orange # 1.5 0.209 25 11.4 150

16931028 Light Green 16931020 Orange # 2 0.242 30 13.8 150

16931029 Light Green 16931021 Orange # 2.5 0.27 35 16.4 150

16931030 Light Green 16931022 Orange # 3 0.296 41 19 150

Favorite Smart PE is a universal 4-carrier braided line for spinning rods. High quality materials, affordable 

price and the reliability of a Japanese manufacturer – all those factors make the Favorite Smart PE line the 

best option for those who start fishing and for amateur fishermen.

•  It is made from resistant material H-Grade PE, it is optimally soft 

    and is extremely abrasion-resistant.

•  The silicone upper layer Si-coating creates a soft and slick

    surface. The friction in the guides is decreased, that is why 

    casting distance is bigger. The line with such upper layer 

    is more water resistant.

•  Lifetime painting keeps the line colour

    for a long period of time.
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Code Color 1 Code Color 2 PE Dia, mm Strenght, Lb Strenght, Kg Length, m

16931079 Red orange 16931070 Sky blue # 0.5 0.117 9 4.1 150

16931080 Red orange 16931071 Sky blue # 0.6 0.132 12 5.4 150

16931081 Red orange 16931072 Sky blue # 0.8 0.153 15 6.8 150

16931082 Red orange 16931073 Sky blue # 1 0.171 19 8.7 150

16931083 Red orange 16931074 Sky blue # 1.2 0.187 20 9.5 150

16931084 Red orange 16931075 Sky blue # 1.5 0.209 25 11.4 150

16931085 Red orange 16931076 Sky blue # 2 0.242 30 13.8 150

16931086 Red orange 16931077 Sky blue # 2.5 0.256 35 16.4 150

16931087 Red orange 16931078 Sky blue # 3 0.296 41 19 150

The line is made of 8 carriers, which adds to its density and makes it more round and smooth than the 4-carri-

er braided one. This allows to cast to a farther distance, the friction noise in the guides is reduced; moreo-

ver, there is less water resistance when fishing in deep water, and a better contact with the lure is provided.

•  It is made from resistant material H-Grade PE, it is optimally

    soft and is extremely abrasion-resistant.

•  The silicone upper layer Si-coating creates a soft and slick

    surface. The friction in the guides is decreased, that is why 

    casting distance is bigger. The line with such upper layer 

    is more water resistant.

•  Lifetime painting keeps the line colour

    for a long period of time.
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Code Color 1 Code Color 2 PE Dia, mm Strenght, Lb Strenght, Kg Length, m

16931100 Purple 16931092 Steel Grey # 0.175 0.071 3 1.4 100

16931101 Purple 16931093 Steel Grey # 0.2 0.076 5 2.1 100

16931102 Purple 16931094 Steel Grey # 0.3 0.09 6 3 100

16931103 Purple 16931095 Steel Grey # 0.4 0.104 8 3.5 100

16931096 Purple 16931088 Steel Grey # 0.175 0.071 3 1.4 150

16931097 Purple 16931089 Steel Grey # 0.2 0.076 5 2.1 150

16931098 Purple 16931090 Steel Grey # 0.3 0.09 6 3 150

16931099 Purple 16931091 Steel Grey # 0.4 0.104 8 3.5 150

Favorite Arena is a 4-carrier braided specialized area line. It is very thin, round and dense, that is why it is 

easy to handle with lightweight lures, and it is better to control them as well. They are suitable for fishing 

for trout and other types of ultralight fishing, for example micro-jigging. It is designed in two colours: 

steel grey and purple. The purple one is brighter and more noticeable than commo light green, pink and blue 

lines. Steel grey is not so visible for fish in the water though a fisherman can see the steel grey line better 

than common dark green and black colours.

•  It is made from highly resistant material S-Grade PE and has

     a very dense weaving. That is why these lines are very thin and 

    exceptionally  sensitive, moreover, they are very resistant.

•  The silicone upper layer Si-coating creates a soft and slick

    surface. The friction in the guides is decreased, that is why 

    casting distance is bigger. The line with such upper layer 

    is more water resistant.

•  Lifetime painting keeps the line colour

    for a long period of time.
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Lip grip Favorite can hold for you even spiky or toothy fish, without any consequences for you. Metallic lip 

grip is equipped with thin stainless steel grip swivels.They are very elaborate, but they can handle small as 

well as very big fish. This lip grip is very convenient to handle, that is why you can easily hold the fish with 

one hand. A plastic retriever can help you to avoid losing it.

Code Item Model Length, mm Weight, g

16931106 Lip Grip DFG-003 carbon 150 97

16931105 Lip Grip DFG-005 carbon 238 149

16931107 Pliers DFS-0103 155 95

16931108 Pliers DFS-0103 carbon 155 95

16931111 Pliers DFA-0509 142 72

16931109 Pliers DFA-0606 180 109

16931110 Pliers DFA-0606F 180 100

16931002 Pliers FPB06SR 190 115

16931001 Pliers FPF01R 190 110

DFG-003 carbon

DFS-0103 carbon

DFS-0103

DFG-005 carbon

DFA-0509
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Pliers Favorite are made from aircraft aluminium, with a special anode layer. The cutting elements made from 

resistant alloy can easily manage a mono or braided line. They are equipped with detachable elements, which 

can be replaced when there is a need. The cutter spreader is used for fixing the guides and a tool for fixing 

tubes will be useful if you make metallic traces. The tool has ergonomic handle and supplied with a plastic 

retriever with a clasp, that’s why pliers is very convenient to use.

Cover Favorite for pliers. This is a perfect choice for those 

who love keeping their tools at hand, its main advantages 

are a rigid base and a fastening for the belt. Its size is com-

patible with all Favorite pliers.

Code Item Size, mm

16931104 Pliers case 200 x 90

Pl iers case

DFA-0606

FPB06SR

DFA-0606F

FPF01R
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Code Color Size

16932026 01 56

16932027 01 58

16932028 01 60

16932031 02 58

16932030 03 58

16932023 04 56

16932024 04 58

16932025 04 60

16932029 05 58

16932033 06 58

16932036 07 58

16932035 08 58

16932032 09 58

16932034 10 58

Code Color Size

16932017 01 58

16932018 01 60

16932019 02 60

16932020 03 58

16932021 04 58

16932022 05 58

Code Color Size

16932016 Grey, red logo -

Baseball cap, which you can wear for fishing trips during spring and summer. With a robust front part and 

curved peak. In the front and in the back part there are massive Favorite official logo embroideries. The size 

can be adjusted with a metallic clasp.

Baseball cap

Baseball cap

Snapback cap

Snapback cap

Hat

Hat 
This hat keeps your head warm, and thoughts – clear. Favorite 

official logo embroidered on the hat. Made from acrylic and 

warmed with fleece. Just remember, keep the hat away from 

fire and ponds without fish.

A comfortable snapback is an essential for any angler. It’s protects from the sun when you are fishing.  Open 

back with an adjustable snap closure. Favorite official logo embroidered to the front of the cap in black, 

white or grey. Made from 80% acrylic/20% wool woven fabric
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Code Color Size

16932040 01 58

16932041 02 58

16932039 03 58

16932038 04 58

16932042 05 58

16932043 06 58

16932037 07 58

Code Color Size

16932001 Khaki -

Code Color Size

16932002 Black/Grey -

Cap CP-272
This is a comfortable stretch cap with protection against wind. It is indeed 

to be worn during cold time of the year. Being manufactured with the use of 

Teflon, it provides insignificant moisture protection with no loss of “breath-

ing” properties as well as protection against different pollutions. It comes 

in dark-grey color.

Tracker cap Cap CP-260B

Cap CP-272

Tracker cap

Cap CP-260B
This is a light, “breathing” cap, intended for wearing during summer. It is made 

of 100% nylon with UV protection Rayosan ® designed by the Swiss company 

Clariant. It provides protection with the index of UPF 50. Being manufactured 

with the use of Teflon, it provides insignificant moisture protection with no 

loss of “breathing” properties as well as protection against different pol-

lutions. It comes in khaki color. This model is equipped with a detachable part 

which protects neck for direct sun rays. It comes in khaki color.

This cap protects you from sun and provides ventilation during summer fishing. You will feel comfortable in hot 

weather, as it has the back part made from mesh. The front is robust, with massive embroidered Favorite logo. 

The peak is curved. A plastic clasp allows adjusting the size.
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Trout fishing is a cult Japanese activity, which consist of a correct approach 

to lures and rods, but as well about careful approach to the caught fish. 

Trout is very aggressive not only when it is fighting, but in the landing net 

as well. In sport fishing with principles of catch & release, anglers has to 

use the landing nets made only from soft rubber material. Soft net doesn’t 

damage the fish. Our team has tested majority of the available landing nets 

before we created a model that suits for our fishing conditions in the best 

way. Arena landing nets have a wide top part and a long handle, that is why, 

an angler can take the fish out not only from a convenient platform, but as 

well from a “complicated” shore.

4
5

0
 m

m

510 mm

4
5

0
 m

m

510 mm
1400 mm 1250 – 1900 mm

Code Item Color Mesh color Length, m Weight, g

16931049 Landing net head Brown Clear - 375

16931044 Landing net Blue Clear 1.4 530

16931043 Landing net Brown Clear 1.4 530

16931045 Landing net Red Black 1.4 530

16931046 Landing net Pink Black 1.4 530

16931048
Landing net  

(collapsible head)
Brown Clear 1.4 700

16931047
Landing net 

(telescopic handle)
Red Black 1.4 750
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